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The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), scheduled for launch in 2018, includes a 6m primary mirror
passively cooled below 55 Kelvin. The observatory cannot be optically or thermally tested as a system at flight
temperatures due to its large sunshield, so the telescope portion along with its instrument complement will be
tested as a single unit. This test is scheduled for 2017, and on the program schedule critical path, so a set of
cryogenic tests with some flight-like hardware is being performed earlier to help mitigate this schedule risk.
This paper updates plans and associated thermal analysis for the 2016 JWST Thermal Pathfinder (TPF)
cryogenic test.
The primary TPF test objective is to run the flight telescope test cooldown timeline with a thermally
similar Pathfinder configuration. Thermal hardware was added to the Pathfinder structure to more closely
match telescope thermal characteristics, including flight-like insulation and blanks to simulate most mirrors.
Another TPF thermal objective is to provide insight into flight backplane heat flow characteristics, which are
critical for accurate flight predictions. Other hardware will be in the chamber for TPF as a dry run for the
flight telescope test and to provide the proper thermal environment, including a simulator for the warm
spacecraft, support structures, thermal targets, and a sunshield simulator.
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I. Introduction
The James Webb Space Telescope provides a unique capability to study the evolution of galaxies, the history of
the Milky Way, and the origin and formation of planetary systems. An international collaboration among the space
agencies of the US, Europe, and Canada, JWST will provide a substantial increase in observing capabilities over any
previous telescope, particularly in the infrared regions.
JWST is scheduled for launch in late 2018 on an Ariane 5 launch vehicle from Kourou, French Guiana. After a
six-month journey, JWST will enter orbit around the Earth-Sun L2 Lagrange point, about 1.5 million km from the
Earth in the anti-Sun direction. The 18-segment, 6 meter primary mirror and near- and mid-infrared cameras and
spectrometers are shadowed from Earth and Sun inputs by the large deployable sunshield, allowing the telescope to
be passively cooled to cryogenic temperatures (see Figure 1). Due to the size and 1-g distortion of the sunshield and
the cold temperature of the optical system, the deployed JWST cannot be effectively thermal-balance tested or
optically tested as a system in existing facilities. Instead, sub-assemblies are optically and thermally test-verified, and
analysis will be used to show compliance with system requirements, including margins 1.

Figure 1. James Webb Space Telescope (JWST)
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The JWST optical system is comprised of the Integrated Science Instrument Module (ISIM) and the Optical
Telescope Element (OTE). This subassembly will be cryogenically tested to verify optical performance at predicted
temperatures. The ISIM was assembled and has undergone extensive environmental testing at NASA/Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC). The OTE structure was built at Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems. The mirrors were
installed on the OTE structure at GSFC to complete OTE assembly. Finally, the ISIM was integrated with the OTE to
form the combined assembly, the OTE and ISIM Assembly (OTIS) (see Figure 2). After transport to the NASA
Johnson Space Center (JSC) Chamber A thermal vacuum facility, the OTIS will undergo end-to-end optical and
thermal tests at flight temperature levels in mid-2017, with the JWST launch schedule depending on timely test
completion. To reduce this schedule risk, a series of three tests were planned in Chamber A prior to OTIS, using
“pathfinder” hardware. The first two tests were successfully completed in 2015. The third test, the Thermal Pathfinder
test, is scheduled for 2016.
The focus of this paper will be to discuss the design and implementation of the Thermal Pathfinder test, the
challenges of replicating the thermal environment of the OTIS backplane, and the analysis conducted to validate the
worthiness of the testing program.
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Figure 2. OTIS
The first two Pathfinder tests emphasized optical metrology and thermal distortion measurements, and included a
bare center section of the telescope backplane structure, an engineering-model secondary mirror assembly (SMA)
with its support structure, and two flight-like primary mirror assemblies (PMSAs).
The Thermal Pathfinder test, the third in the pathfinder series, is an opportunity to reduce thermal and schedule
risks for the OTIS test and evaluate critical telescope backplane heat flows. Thermal enhancements were added to the
Pathfinder structure for the Thermal Pathfinder test, including the addition of ten mirror blanks to represent the missing
primary mirror assemblies, an Aft Optics Subsystem (AOS) geometry simulator, an ISIM Electronic Compartment
(IEC) simulator, and a variety of multi-layer and single-layer closeouts (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Thermal Pathfinder Test Components

II. Thermal Pathfinder Test Objectives
The Thermal Pathfinder (TPF) test will focus on generating thermal data for an OTIS-like thermal system. This
includes demonstrating an OTIS-like cool-down procedure, providing data on structure temperature gradients and heat
flows, and verifying OTIS test thermal environment simulators. Background information on the TPF thermal test
objectives can be found in the previous TPF paper2.
One primary objective of the TPF test is to demonstrate that the schedule-critical OTIS cool-down timeline will
meet critical mirror gradient constraints. To accomplish this objective, TPF will run an OTIS-like cooldown of flightlike PMSAs and flight-similar backplane, with an OTIS-like thermal environment and thermal sensors on every critical
component2. Margins shown here will reduce the risk of OTIS gradient exceedances, since thermal instrumentation
on the OTIS is sparse. Current analysis shows that the OTIS cool-down is planned to last about 35 days, and the TPF
test will provide insight into the accuracy of that prediction.
Three thermal conditions will be imposed to evaluate telescope gradients and heat flows, which are critical
elements in thermal distortion and stray light analyses. Two thermal conditions will occur at the thermal balance
points. The first thermal balance point occurs at completion of the initial cooldown. For the second thermal balance
set point, a known heat will be input on the warm end of the backplane to stimulate gradients. Thermal effects of
motor operations will be realistically simulated for the two primary mirrors, including electronics heating,
development of gradients, and structure settling time, and serve as the third thermal condition to be evaluated.
Another important objective of the TPF test is the cryogenic demonstration of the Ground Support Equipment not
included in the first two Pathfinder tests, including the Space Vehicle Thermal Simulator (SVTS) and the Deep Space
Edge Radiation Sinks (DSERS). The SVTS will provide a flight-similar thermal environment for the telescope during
the OTIS test. The SVTS also accommodates the interface with the (non-flight) cryocooler used to cool down the
MIRI instrument. The cooling envelope of this cryocooler in the OTIS configuration will be demonstrated in the TPF
test. The helium cooled DSERS panels surround the ISIM compartment.
Non-thermal TPF objectives were recently added after the OGSE1 and OGSE2 tests did not conclusively
demonstrate that OTIS optical test requirements would be met. Improved dynamics isolation techniques were
implemented, and the JWST program decided to include dynamics and optical testing during the Thermal Pathfinder
test. Low-profile mechanical actuator devices were added to enable modal testing, located within the backplane
structure to minimize thermal impacts. To evaluate dynamics isolation and modal testing, OGSE1-2 accelerometers
that had been slated for removal were left on the structure, although their mountings were modified to eliminate
interference with thermal blankets.
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III. Test Configuration
The JSC Chamber A was extensively modified to prepare for the JWST Pathfinder and OTIS test program3. OTIS
testing will utilize a complex system of thermal Ground Support Equipment (GSE) which is included for the TPF test.
Due to the absence of the sunshade and spacecraft during OTIS testing, the Space Vehicle Thermal Simulator (SVTS)
was developed to provide thermal simulators of the JWST sunshield, spacecraft, and harness interfaces (see Figure 4).
The interior “hub” area will be heated to provide a flight-similar and controllable thermal environment in that area,
and harness interfaces will be controlled at flight-like temperatures. The TPF test will provide a thorough check out
of this system, and effects of hub and harness temperature changes on the Pathfinder test article will be evaluated.
In addition to the SVTS, Deep Space Edge Radiation Sink (DSERS) panels are located under the Backplane
structure. These panels surround the ISIM for the OTIS test in order to provide a cold sink. For TPF, the DSERS
panels can be adjusted in temperature to provide an OTIS-like sink to the center backplane structure. Analysis will
show what DSERS temperature is necessary to thermally replicate the missing instrument module.
The Hardpoint/Offloader Support Structure (HOSS) is a stainless steel, helium cooled structure that supports OTIS
during testing. This structure will be suspended from the ceiling of Chamber A. The HOSS was present during the
first two pathfinder tests and will be included in the TPF test.

DSERS Panels
SVTS

HOSS

Figure 4. Thermal Pathfinder Configuration
The 18 primary mirrors cover most of the area on the “front” side of the fully deployed OTIS backplane, with 12
of the mirrors on the center section. The Pathfinder has only two flight-similar mirrors, so mirror blanks were designed
for TPF to simulate the thermal effects of the other 10 center section mirrors (see Figure 5). Mass allowed for
Pathfinder thermal additions was limited, so lightweight versions were required. The ~40kg flight mirrors have
beryllium substrates and structural elements, and beryllium thermal capacitance is extremely reduced at cryogenic
temperatures, so aluminum mirror blanks with much lower mass (and cost) could match the flight mirror capacitance
in the lower temperature range. As shown in Figure 6, the 5 kg aluminum blank thermal capacitance matches the flight
mirror from 35-60 K. During most of the cooldown, the blank capacitance is lower than the flight units, and analysis
showed that providing heat to each blank during the TPF cooldown could allow them to follow their respective OTIS
mirror temperature profile. Control of the mirror blank temperatures allows an OTIS-like cooldown environment for
the backplane cavity, enabling an effective demonstration of gradient compliance for the flight-similar mirrors and
the backplane structure.
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Figure 5. Pathfinder Mirror Configuration

Figure 6. Thermal Mass Comparison PM to Blank

Thermal design of the mirror blanks was fairly simple in concept. The flight beryllium mirrors are polished with
a gold coating on the mirror side, and vapor deposited gold produced a similar emittance on the “top” side of the
blanks. The flight mirror backside is bare beryllium with a waffle pattern, and mirror developer Ball Aerospace
correlated the backside emittance to test data4. This was simulated on the mirror blank backside using a distributed
black paint pattern. Mirror blank heaters were distributed around the backsides of the blanks, covered with lowemittance tape, and wired into the thermal control system. During the TPF test, these heaters will be adjusted so the
temperatures of the blanks will match the cool-down profile predicted from the OTIS thermal model.
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To provide an OTIS-like cooldown, the Pathfinder structure was augmented to provide similarity to the OTIS
thermal system. Thermal insulation on the backplane is critical for cooldown accuracy and thermal balance
performance. The TPF backplane has nearly identical insulation as the corresponding portions of the flight OTIS,
including geometry, materials, attachment, and grounding. The TPF insulation was produced in parallel with the flight
insulation and installed by the same group of Northrop Grumman engineers and technicians. One of the key objectives
in the flight thermal design is to keep mirrors and structures cold to enhance science, so the back side of the backplane
is enclosed in thermal insulation. However, a few items were changed due to differences in the TPF structure versus
the OTIS structure. The most significant change was the addition of mirror side closeouts to the +/-V2 sides of the PF
(see Figure 7). On the flight unit, the mirrors on the “wings” enclose this area, so the PF design added VDA side
mirror closeouts. These make the local heat transfer closer to flight conditions since “wings” enclosure temperatures
are close to those in nearby center section areas. A multi-layer blanket was added to the sides of the backplane structure
for similar reasons.

MLI added for missing mirror segments.

Single Layer Insulation
Multi-Layer Insulation

Figure 7. Thermal Pathfinder Backside Insulation

Other items in the TPF configuration were included to produce a backplane thermal environment similar to OTIS.
The conductive interfaces to the backplane from its support structure are heater controlled during the cooldown and
balances to simulate the heat inputs from the corresponding OTIS areas. The +V2 heater controlled areas are shown
in Figure 8. Identical heaters are located on the –V2 side of the structure. The miniBSF also supported a large MLI
piece to simulate the thermal interface to the ISIM. Large horizontal and vertical single-layer closeouts reduce heat
input from the SVTS, DTA, and IEC to the backplane as in OTIS (see Figure 9.)

+V2 Heater controlled areas

Mini BSF
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ISIM Thermal Interface Blanket

Figure 8. Mini BSF Heater Locations and TPF Closeouts

SVTS, DTA, IEC Closeouts

DSERS

Figure 9. TPF Closeouts with DSERS

The Aft Optics Subsystem (AOS) simulator duplicates the geometry of the flight AOS (see Figure 3). The
simulator is designed to cool more quickly than the PF structure or the flight AOS, and heaters are included on the
AOS side of the interfaces to allow matching of the flight AOS cooldown in the OTIS test.
The room-temperature ISIM Electronics Compartment (IEC) (see Figure 10) contributes significantly to the
backplane thermal environment in flight and test, and also presents a thermal control challenge. A flight-like
Conformal Shield thermal isolation system and flight-like simulation of nearby structures allows thermal effects on
those structures and the backplane to be simulated. Also, if there are significant IEC heat leaks into the chamber, that
radiation would overwhelm optical test sources and imperil optical test requirements. To remove the 200W of IEC
heat, a helium-cooled cold plate was baselined, including a thermal blanket isolation system that allows for relative
movement between IEC and cold plate due to pumpdown and cooldown shifting. The TPF test includes an IEC
Simulator with heaters to replicate the heat dissipation expected in the flight configuration.

IEC Simulator
IEC Support Structure

Figure 10. IEC Location
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IV. Test Timeline
The predicted TPF test timeline is described in Figure 11, which tracks a Primary Mirror temperature through the
test. The first test segment follows the predicted OTIS flight telescope test cooldown, which is one of the primary TPF
test objectives. The OTIS is predicted to reach temperature requirements on all optical surfaces by day 30, with the
warmest Primary Mirror being the last item to achieve its goal. The baseline cooldown ends at day 35, when the
temperature stability requirement for OTIS optical testing (0.027K/hr) should be reached. A mirror actuator is then
operated for a few minutes to show effects on structure temperatures, with two days allotted for thermal restabilization. Mirror operations will be frequent on orbit with much lower operating times, and the actuator will be
powered much longer in TPF to allow the thermal effects to be clearly observed. For the next thermal balance segment,
heat is added to the warm end of the structure followed by five days of stabilization. This balance point simulates a
greater-than-expected heat leak from the warm regions and allows more detailed exploration of heat flows in the
backplane. Warmup to ambient is expected to take about eight days (as seen in previous testing), plus any time required
for stabilizing to do dynamics and/or thermal distortion testing, which is not well defined as of this writing.

Figure 11. Test Timeline

V. Thermal Pathfinder Modeling
The Thermal Pathfinder thermal mathematical model is a conglomerate of models attained from Smithsonian
Astrophysics Observatory (SAO), Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), and Harris Corporation, along with models
of the hardware items specifically designed for the TPF test. SAO provided the model of the Pathfinder structure with
two primary mirror assemblies, Secondary Mirror Assembly (SMA), Secondary Mirror Support Structure (SMSS),
and the Mini Backplane Support Frame (BSF). GSFC provided thermal models of the Primary Mirror Blanks, the
thermal coatings enclosing the rest of the Pathfinder structure, and the IEC Engineering Model (EM). Harris provided
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models of the SVTS, including the hub area, sunshield, and spacecraft simulators, the DSERS, HOSS, and Helium
Shroud. The components of the Thermal Pathfinder model were developed using various thermal programs, but
converted to Thermal Desktop for radiation anaylsis and SINDA for temperature solutions. All together, the TPF
thermal model totals over 43,000 nodes.
In order to mimic the OTIS cooldown, temperature versus time arrays are input for nodes which represent heater
locations on the test article. There are 17 heater locations which are controlled on the TPF: ten on the mirror blanks,
four at the mini BSF to Backplane interface, and three at the Backplane to AOS interface. It was determined through
previous analysis2 that heaters at these location would have the greatest impact on PM temperatures and Backplane
gradients. Once cooldown to cryogenic temperatures is achieved, the only heaters that are anticipated to be utilized
are those located at the mini BSF to Backplane interface (see Figure 8).
The test model is being used to predict transient profiles, gradients, and heat flows. During the test, the model will
be used to project trends and predict the effects of adjustments to heaters, shroud temperature, SVTS temperatures,
etc. This real-time analysis will also be useful to prepare for similar activities planned for the OTIS test.

VI. Analysis
Since the primary goal of the TPF cooldown is to match the OTIS cooldown, and the OTIS cooldown profile is
still being developed, the TPF transient anaylsis is an ongoing process. With each new set of OTIS Cooldown
predictions, the TPF analysis is updated, limits and constraints are checked, and OTIS PM to TPF PM temperature
profiles are compared. The TPF thermal model timeline runs take about 2 days, so real-time analysis during the test
will be utilized to help refine predictions and estimate cooldown completion time. The first two pathfinder tests were
able to use rarefied Helium to take advantage of Free Molecular heat transfer for a more rapid cooldown. This
technique will not be utilized in OTIS testing, so it is not planned for TPF. The baseline Helium Shroud cooldown
profile from the current OTIS analysis takes the shroud approximately 14 days to cooldown at a rate of about 1K/ hr
(see Figure 12).

Figure 12. Helium Shroud Cooldown Profile
Cooldown temperatures for each of the ten mirrors on OTIS represented by the mirror blanks are provided as
input to the thermal model. The primary mirrors on OTIS current predicted cooldown are shown on Figure 13.
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Figure 13. OTIS Cooldown of Primary Mirrors

Each mirror blank will be controlled to its corresponding mirror temperature during cooldown. Mirror blank
heater power requirements vary due to their location on the backplane and the differences in the thermal
environment between TPF and OTIS. As would be expected, heater power requirements for the mirror blank heaters
decrease as they cool and the thermal mass of the Aluminum mirror blanks approaches the thermal mass of the
Beryllium mirrors (see Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Heater Power Requirements for Mirror Blank Heaters
Meeting the limits and constraints on mirrors and structures is a primary concern for TPF cooldown. A
temperature-dependent maximum delta temperature requirement exists between the PM substrate and the mirror
components. In order to demonstrate that analysis and data for the TPF Primary Mirror provides insight into the
behavior of the OTIS mirrors, the cooldown temperature predictions from both models were compared and proven
to be similar (see Figure 15). Therefore, data from the many thermal sensors obtained during the TPF test can be
linked back to the OTIS model and provide confidence to the OTIS test team that their proposed cooldown profile
will not violate any mirror limits and constraints. TPF analysis has shown that we can meet the requirements with
margin. Figure 16 is an example of analysis results confirming gradient compliance.

Figure 15. TPF to OTIS Mirror Comparison
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Figure 16. Mirror Substrate to Delta Frame Temperature Difference

Steady state analysis is used to compare TPF mirror and backplane temperatures to OTIS temperature
predictions. For the TPF steady state baseline case, SVTS hub heaters control to spacecraft interface predicted
temperatures as in OTIS and the four mini BSF to Backplane interface heaters are controlled to OTIS predictions.
The DSERS panels are set to 40K to simulate temperatures in the ISIM compartment, which is enclosed by the
DSERS in OTIS and is not present in TPF. Figure 17 shows steady state temperature prediction for TPF mirrors and
structure. A comparison of the backplane structure between TPF and OTIS was made under these same steady state
conditions (see Figure 18). The largest difference in temperature distribution occurs at the cold end of the structure,
about a 3 K difference, due to the absence of OTE harnessing in TPF2.
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Figure 17. Baseline Steady State Temperature Predictions

Figure 18. Backplane Comparison
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Several sensitivity studies have been analyzed to determine how variations in model parameters may affect
mirror and backplane temperatures. Results of these studies are provided in Figure 19, which shows that payload
temperatures are relatively insensitive to these particular properties. Other pre-test sensitivity studies will include
backplane and coatings emittances, existing harness conduction effects, MLI blanket penetrations and effective
emittances, and other potential sources of uncertainty. These sensitivity studies will be used to evaluate any
discrepancies in test temperatures and help guide the post-test model correlation process.

Location
Primary Mirror “A4”
Primary Mirror “C4”
Mirror Blank Min
Mirror Blank Max
Backplane Min
Backplane Max
Backplane Ave

BASELINE
43.7
43.1
34.9
45.8
32.1
50.1
40.8

Backplane
Conduction
+25%
43.8
43.2
35.1
45.9
32.4
50.0
40.9

Temperature (K)
A4
Mirror Blank
Emissivity
Emissivity
+50%
+100%
43.4
43.5
43.1
42.9
34.9
34.2
45.8
44.9
32.1
32.0
50.1
50.1
40.7
40.5

Mirror Back
Emissivity
-50%
43.8
43.1
34.7
45.6
32.1
50.1
40.8

Figure 19. Sensitivity Studies

VII.

Conclusion

The JWST Thermal Pathfinder test will be a risk reduction and dress rehearsal for the JWST flight telescope optical
and thermal test, which is on the critical schedule path towards observatory launch. To evaluate cool-down procedures
and backplane heat flows, flight-like thermal coatings and simulators were added to the existing Pathfinder structure,
and telescope test timelines were utilized to develop TPF plans. Key thermal simulators and dynamics issues will also
be checked out during the test. Thermal Pathfinder test thermal models were used to perform analysis used in
configuration trade studies, timeline and heater power predictions, and sensitivity analyses.
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